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Figure 1: A four-year-old child creates a collage, then converses with their stuffed animal to tell a story about their creation.

ABSTRACT
Agency is essential to play. As we design conversational agents for
early childhood, how might we increase the child-centeredness of
our approaches? Giving children agency and control in choosing
their agent representations might contribute to the overall playful-
ness of our designs. In this study with 33 children ages 4–5 years
old, we engaged children in a creative storytelling interaction with
conversational agents in stuffed animal embodiments. Young chil-
dren conversed with the stuffed animal agents to tell stories about
their creative play, engaging in question and answer conversation
from 2 minutes to 24 minutes. We then interviewed the children
about their perceptions of the agent’s voice, and their ideas for agent
voices, dialogues, and interactions. From babies to robot daddies, we
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discover three themes from children’s suggestions: Family Voices,
Robot Voices, and Character Voices. Additionally, children desire
agents who (1) scaffold creative play in addition to storytelling, (2)
foster personal, social, and emotional connections, and (3) support
children’s agency and control. Across these themes, we recommend
design strategies to support the overall playful child-centeredness
of conversational agent design.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATEDWORK
Agency is essential to play [61], and supporting children’s agency
in child-agent interaction can foster playful child-centeredness in
our designs [15, 18, 46]. And while researchers are increasingly
studying the importance of providing parents and caregivers with
agency and control over the use of conversational agents in home
and therapeutic settings [5, 21, 39], designers of computational and
expressive technologies must continue to work toward supporting
the agency of children through playful self-discovery [20]. The need
to cultivate learning through play [62] must challenge designers
to examine the elements of play in our designs. In this work, we
explore multiple ways to support children’s agency — from open-
ended creative storytelling [6, 22, 26, 31, 52, 54], to selecting their
agent’s voice [2, 18, 60] and their agent’s embodiment [2]. We then
ask children to reflect on their experience in the interaction. In this
way, young children contribute child-generated ideas to the space
of child-agent interaction design.

Meaningfully involving children in technology design can sup-
port their agency and empowerment [19, 24, 29, 50], and asking
young children questions about their drawings can help them com-
municate their ideas [23, 26–28]. Open-ended questioning in par-
ticular can be empowering. Not only can open-ended questioning
support children’s expressive ability [7], narrative skills [7, 42], and
verbal participation in both child-parent interactions [30, 33, 38]
as well as child-agent interactions [56–59], but open-ended ques-
tioning also provides children with autonomy in how they choose
to respond and how they choose to express their narrative. In this
work, we use open-ended questioning via child-agent interaction
to support children’s agency in interactive storytelling.

In interactive system design, autonomy and self-expression are
two critical elements of agency [35] and agency itself is impor-
tant for creating enjoyable user experiences [45]. Here, agency is
the power to take meaningful action [40], and involves exercising
control over "processes, motivation, action, and environment" [3].
Agency arises when one’s own self is the source for communica-
tion [53], further connecting agency to self-expression. Robots can
support children’s agency by inviting children to participate in
self-expression activities [4, 14] or by giving children opportuni-
ties to shape the development of a story [14]. Within interactive
storytelling, agency is fostered by having control over the charac-
ters, interactions, events, and outcomes of a story [41]. The more
that children can engage in open-ended self-expression, the more
their agency is facilitated [4]. Finally, exercising control within
agent personalization can also support young children’s agency. By
providing methods for customizing the agent’s voice [34, 43], the
agent’s sound effects [1], or the agent’s embodiment [49], interac-
tion designers can support children in communicating their own
visions for child-agent interaction.

To explore young children’s ideas for playful conversational
agent design, we recruit 33 children ages 4–5 years old across 10
U.S. states for a remote child-agent interaction session (Figure 1).
Using a range of materials found in their homes, children freely craft
or build, then choose a stuffed animal to guide them in telling a story
about their creation. The stuffed animal agent asks scaffolded, open-
ended questions about the child’s creative play, and they collaborate
in a multi-turn sequence to construct a reflective story. Finally, we

ask children and parents semi-structured interview questions to
gather their feedback. Our key research question examines young
children’s perspectives and ideas for child-agent interaction design
— specifically exploring the design of the agent’s voice and dialogue
scaffolds.

From 33 child interview transcripts, we use affinity diagramming
and thematic analysis techniques to understand young children’s
perspectives on the agent’s voices and their ideas for future agent
voices, dialogues, and interactions. The data suggests three distinct
themes of agent voices recommended by young children: Fam-
ily Voices, Robot Voices, and Character Voices. Further, children
desire agents who (1) scaffold creative play in addition to story-
telling, (2) foster personal, social, and emotional connections, and
(3) support children’s agency and control. We examine strategies
to incorporate children’s themes for agent voices, dialogues, and
interactions into future designs. And, we explore strategies to sup-
port child-centeredness in child-agent interaction. For example,
although most major providers of text-to-speech processing ser-
vices offer many options for synthesized voices, these options are
almost exclusively adult-sounding voices — and do not commonly
include the child-centered voices that children suggest. We con-
clude that finding ways to support young children’s agency and
control in choosing their agents’ representations and interactions
— as well as developing child-centered voices — might contribute
to the overall playfulness of conversational agent design.

2 INTERACTION DESIGN
Our child-agent interaction design is informed by a series of for-
mative studies [26–28]. Here, we visited preschool classrooms and
explored the ways in which caregivers ask questions to guide chil-
dren in telling stories about their creative artifacts. This method
of asking questions to develop stories about creative play is based
on the Storybook Journey curriculum [37], which examines sto-
rytelling as a developmentally appropriate form of reflection. We
analyzed transcript data to categorize patterns of inquiry and ab-
stracted an open-ended ‘serve and return’ model to describe the
caregivers’ story scaffoldingmethods. In the ‘serve and return’ early
childhood model of contingent reciprocity, cooperation occurs as
partners appropriately respond to each other’s input [48].

Figure 2: A graphic of our initial child-robot interaction. A
mobile application running the voice interaction is inserted
into a stuffed animal (stuffie) embodiment. We instruct the
children, "Weput the phone in the stuffie, tomake the stuffie
talk."
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2.1 Interactive Robotic Object (IRO)
We diagrammed the resulting conversational model into an abstract
state machine and iteratively developed its implementation into
an interactive robotic object (IRO). The result is a conversational
agent that asks scaffolded questions; in return, the child constructs
responses to tell a story. After asking a question, the conversational
agent waits for the child’s response. After the child responds, the
agent asks a new question with the aim of scaffolding the devel-
opment of a story. A mobile application runs the voice interaction,
and the smartphone or speaker is inserted into a stuffed animal
embodiment (Figure 2). Through this screenless design, we aim
to support children’s attentiveness in real world contexts. And by
using everyday materials to construct our interactive robotic object
— such as smartphones, speakers, and stuffed animals — we aim to
develop a tool that can be used in a variety of settings.

To adapt the child-agent interaction for a remote study, we em-
ploy a hybrid Wizard of Oz method. We ask children to first choose
a stuffed animal from their home, and we explain that we will use
a computer, a smartphone, and a robot voice to make their stuffed
animal talk. When the child is ready to tell their story, we ask them
to place their stuffed animal atop their parent’s smartphone. We
then operate the agent’s text-to-speech voice prompting through
the smartphone. In this way, children have control in co-locating
the agent’s stuffed animal body with the agent’s voice.

2.2 Text-to-Speech Voice Design
To create the agent’s voice, we selected from commonly available
voices across major text-to-speech systems, including Google Cloud,
IBM Watson, Amazon Polly, and Microsoft Azure. Although these
major text-to-speech systems offermany voice options for designers
to use within voice applications, these systems mainly offer adult-
sounding voices and do not commonly include children’s voices
or character voices in their available options. Among the adult-
sounding voices, we selected voices that were as naturalistic as
possible. Here, we focused on voices that used punctuation triggers
in the text (such as "?" and "!") tomodify the intonation of the agent’s
speech — such as raised intonation at the end of a sentence to
indicate a question. Of the adult-sounding voices, we then selected
a woman’s voice and a man’s voice for the child-agent interaction.
By providing these two options for the agent’s voice, we aimed to (1)
examine children’s feedback on the two commonly available voice
categories in text-to-speech systems, and (2) support children’s
agency in controlling their agent’s voice.

2.3 Scaffolded, Open-Ended Questioning
To start the child-robot interaction, the stuffed animal introduces
itself to the child, “Hi, I’m the story helper. I will help you tell a story
about what you made. I will ask you lots of questions to help you
tell a story.” We designed the robot’s questions with the goal of
being sufficiently open-ended to integrate within a wide variety of
children’s creative play activities. From the children’s perspective,
their conversation experiences with the robot consists of four stages:
(1) The robot initiating conversation, (2) the robot asking story
beginning questions, (3) the robot asking story follow-up questions,
and (4) the robot asking story ending questions. Throughout, the
robot uses open-ended ’wh-’ questions to elicit children’s verbal

expression. For example, the robot initiates storytelling by asking
"What did you make?" and "Tell me a story about what you made."
The robot proceeds by asking scaffolded questions to guide the
child in telling a story about their creation.

By saying "The end" or "I’m all done," the child signals to the agent
to end their storytelling session. The robot then asks the child to
name their story to guide the child in synthesizing their story’s
theme. Finally, the agent transitions the interaction by asking a
series of reflective questions to foster iteration, including "Next time
you make something, what are you going to make?" and "Next time
you tell a story, what is it going to be about?" Through the agent’s
scaffolded, open-ended questioning and stuffed animal embodiment
we aim to support our design goal of playful child-centeredness
while supporting children’s agency within the storytelling interac-
tion.

3 METHODS
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic in the United States, we
conducted a remote study in participants’ homes to prioritize the
safety of all involved. We limited our study session to 30-minutes
with the goal accommodating the differing needs and background
of parents across the socioeconomic spectrum — who may have
competing caregiving, work, and household demands. Our goal in
recruitment was to represent families from diverse regions, back-
grounds, family structures, income levels, and educational experi-
ences.

Figure 3: The creative table setup for a child and parent
participant in our study. The parent offered magnet tiles,
crayons, scissors, glue, cotton balls, and paper for their
child’s creative play. The five-year-old child gathered four
stuffed animals — a bear, a dinosaur, a seahorse, and a lamb
— to embody the agent during their child-agent interaction
session. The child then chose their dinosaur for the agent,
who asked open-ended questions to help the child tell a ~10
minute story about "The Big Bad Wolf."

3.1 Participants
We recruited 33 children ages 4–5 (M = 4.95 years, SD = 0.58 years,
17 females and 16 males) and their parents. Of the 33 families in
our study, one family had two children ages 4 and 5 years old. To
support their family dynamic, we included both siblings in our
study. We recruited participants through child care centers, family
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services email lists, community advocacy groups, and social me-
dia announcements shared broadly in neighborhood parent-social
groups.

Participants resided in 22 cities from 10 states across the U.S.
(Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Michigan, Montana,
New York, Oregon, and Texas). In Michigan, for example, the par-
ticipants’ cities were as rural as Mikado (population 899 in 2018),
as suburban as Highland (pop. 20,179) or Waterford (pop. 72,948),
and as urban as Detroit (pop. 672,662) [11].

Children varied in the type of educational programs they at-
tended, with 42.42% (14) attending preschool or pre-kindergarten,
45.45% (15) attending kindergarten, 3% (1) child attending a home-
based preschool program, 3% (1) child attending a home-based
kindergarten program, and 6.1% (2) without an educational pro-
gram.

Parents identified their children’s racial and ethnic backgrounds:
18.75% (6) identified as being of Hispanic or Latino descent, 68.3%
(28) as White/Caucasian, 14.6% (6) as Black or African American,
7.3% (3) as Asian; 7.3% (3) as American Indian/Alaska Native, and
7.3% as Other (mixed race). Six children (18.75%) spoke a language
in addition to English (Shona, Mandarin Chinese, and Spanish).

Parents were predominantly female (93.9% (31), 6.1% (2) male).
Ten (30.3%) parents were the sole caregivers in their household,
whereas 69.7% (23) of parents had an additional caregiver in the
household. The total number of people in participants’ households
ranged from 2 to 7 people (M = 4.18, SD = 0.98).

Families reported household incomes as low as $4,000 USD per
year, and as high as $400,000 USD per year. The national median
household income in the United States was $63,703 in 2019 [12] — of
our participants, 61.29% (19) families had a household income above
the national median, while 38.71%, (12) families had a household
income below the national median.

Parents’ educational levels varied as well. Eleven parents (33.3%)
reported having a Bachelor’s degree. Eleven parents reported hav-
ing less than a Bachelor’s degree (6.1% (2) with a GED, 6.1% (2) with
a high school diploma, and 21.1% (7) with an Associate’s degree).
And eleven parents reported having greater than a Bachelor’s de-
gree (27.3% (9) with a Master’s degree, 3% (1) with an M.D./Ph.D.,
and 3% (1) with a J.D.)

3.2 Protocol
3.2.1 Setup. Parents were given instructions prior to their session:
(1) Gather a variety of materials to support their children’s creative
play. Include, for example: paper, crayons, markers, paint, stickers,
glue, paper scraps, paper shapes, dried leaves, interlocking bricks,
magnet tiles, and bristled blocks. (2) Setup a table or desk with the
creative supplies (Figure 3). (3) Have their child choose a stuffed
animal to use in the reflective storytelling activity (Figure 4). We
then used the mobile application for Zoom conferencing to host the
study session. We asked families to connect via audio without using
video in order to (1) respect participants’ privacy in their home
environments, and (2) maintain focus on the child, parent, and
child-robot interactions — rather than on the researcher’s visual
persona.

3.2.2 Creative Activity. First, the researcher asked the child to de-
scribe their creative materials (“What things do you have to create

Figure 4: This four-year-old child gathered five of their
stuffed animals for the agent embodiment. The child then
chose a tiger stuffed animal for their agent and conversed
for ~24 minutes to tell a story about interplanetary travel
entitled "The Space Story From Fly Guy."

with today?” ), and then invited the child to create something using
the materials provided. Children were given options for their ac-
tivity: “You can make your family, your school, a forest, a garden, or
your own idea.” Children were given options as a way to support
their initial ideation if needed, but were also reminded that, “You
can make it however you want.” Children were given 5 minutes to
make their creation, and could ask their parents for help or work
together.

3.2.3 Selection of the Agent’s Voice. Before children began their
child-robot interaction, we explained that "We will use a computer,
your phone, and a robot voice to make your stuffed animal talk." We
then invited children to choose their stuffed animal robot’s voice,
in order to support their agency and control in the interaction. Chil-
dren could choose between a naturalistic-sounding woman’s voice
("Do you want your robot to have a girl voice?"), or a naturalistic-
sounding man’s voice ("Or do you want your robot to have a boy
voice?") Children chose their voice based only on this verbal de-
scription.

3.2.4 Reflective Storytelling Interaction. Next, the researcher in-
structed the child: “Now, your stuffed animal is going to ask you
questions to help you tell a story about what you made. We’re going
to use a computer, a phone, and a robot voice to make your stuffed
animal talk. When you’re ready, pick up your stuffie and sit it down
on top of the phone to make your stuffie talk.” The researcher then
used our story scaffolding software and text-to-speech (TTS) syn-
thesized voices to guide the child in a spoken question-and-answer
(Q&A) dialogue, in which the stuffed animal agent asks questions
and the child improvises responses to the agent’s prompts.

3.2.5 Child Interview. After the child-agent reflective storytelling
interaction, the researcher rejoined the audio call and asked the
child semi-structured questions about the agent voice they heard,
about their suggestions for agent voices, and about their suggestions
for what other things the agent could do or say: “I’m building stuffed
animal robots to help kids tell stories about the things they make, and
I’m wondering: What should the robot sound like? What kind of voice
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do you want it to have? What did you think of the voice you heard?
What else should the robot say?”

3.2.6 Parent Interview. The following day, we called the parent par-
ticipant for a 20minute interview.We asked parents semi-structured
questions about their observations of their child during and after
the child-agent interaction. Parents shared their insights while ob-
serving their children in the interaction, as well as their shared
discussions about the interaction after-the-fact.

Figure 5: This four-year-old child built a creation with pa-
per, scissors, glue, and fabric scraps, then talked with their
stuffed animal agent for ~11 minutes to tell story about
horses, fairies, clowns, and a tooth that got lost in the for-
est.

3.3 Data Analysis
We transcribed the audio recordings of the child-agent interactions,
child interviews, and parent interviews. We then used qualitative
techniques including affinity diagramming and thematic analy-
sis in order to explore insights related to our research questions.
Affinity diagramming [13, 47] is used in human computer inter-
action (HCI) and design research to analyze qualitative data from
observational and user interviews [32, 36]. In this study, we used
affinity diagramming techniques to spatially cluster insights from
the semi-structured interviews with children and parents. Next, we
used thematic analysis [9, 16] — a qualitative analysis technique
used in both psychology and interaction design [10, 55] — to gen-
erate themes from the clustered data and use those themes to code
the interview data. To examine children’s engagement and expres-
sion in the child-robot interaction, we used quantitative measures
including word count, conversational turn count, and length of
interaction.

4 FINDINGS
When conversing with the stuffed animal agent to tell a story about
their creative play (Figure 5), children ages 4–5 years old engaged
with the agent between 2.27 and 24.53 minutes (median = 7.25
minutes). Children spoke between 26 and 960 words (median = 298

words). And children engaged in 10 to 75 conversational turns with
the agent (median = 24 turns). The conversational turn count (CTC)
refers to the number of turn-taking pairs within the interaction
— each time the agent speaks and the child responds constitutes
one turn-taking pair [17]. These findings demonstrate the wide
range of our participants’ verbal expression and conversational
engagement within the child-agent interaction (Table 1). In this
range, we observe how open-ended questioning can support a low
floor and high ceiling for the highly variable verbal abilities of early
childhood [25, 44, 51] within child-agent interaction.

For example, childrenwith lowerword counts typically responded
to the agent’s initial prompts with just a few words per response.
Yet even with shorter responses these children could still engage in
prolonged turn-taking with the agent. And after repeated prompt-
ing by the agent, some children increased their word count per
response — suggesting that the agent’s scaffolding was effective in
supporting the children in increased self-expression and agency.
Conversely, some children with higher word counts had lower con-
versational turn counts due to their tendency to speak in multiple
sentences without pausing frequently to receive a new prompt from
the agent. Whereas as other children with higher word counts also
had higher conversational turns as they often spoke a sentence then
paused for their agent’s next prompt. This flexibility in turn-taking
also suggests ways that open-ended questioning might support chil-
dren’s agency in self-expression — in, for instance, choosing how
much input they desire from the agent in scaffolding their narrative
development. By providing children with flexibility, designers can
support children’s differing needs and desires within child-agent
interaction.

4.1 Children’s Selection of an Agent’s Voice
In their child-robot storytelling sessions, 32 of the 33 children se-
lected a voice for their robot. Of the 32 children who selected a
voice, 18 children (56.25%) chose the "boy" robot voice, whereas 14
children (43.75%) chose the "girl" voice. Of the 16 male children,
16 (100%) selected the "boy" voice. Of the 17 female children, 14
(82.35%) chose the "girl" voice. 3 (17.64%) female children chose the
"boy" voice in their first session.

4.2 Children’s Feedback on
Machine-Synthesized Voices

During the child interview, we asked children semi-structured in-
terview questions about their perceptions of the agent’s machine-
synthesized voice. Eight children responded to the prompt, "What
did you think of the robot’s voice?" Several children responded with
a simple value judgement, such as "I like it" or "Good." Another child
elaborated, "I likes his voice because he just was on the phone and I
just talked to him for a long time before until he needed to leave."

4.2.1 Expectations of Character-Voice Alignment. Other children com-
mented on the characteristics of the voice, as well as the imple-
mentation of the synthesized voice: "[It] sounds like a boy and girl
at the same time. Like it was a little shaky a lot." As another child
shared, "I didn’t like it because it sounds like a human more." Here,
they were comparing their expectation of a "robot voice" with the
machine-synthesized human voice. Another child was similarly
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Table 1: Children’s Speech, Language, and Engagement Measures Within the Child-Agent Interaction

Length of Interaction Word Count Conversational Turn Count

Median 7.25 minutes 298 words 24 turns
Min 2.27 minutes 26 words 10 turns
Max 24.53 minutes 960 words 75 turns
Range 17.28 minutes 934 words 65 turns

disappointed in the characteristics of the voice, "Well, you could just
turn off that voice. Because, um, this is not a voice that matches my
stuffed animal. It’s only a Pikachu, so you only go like ’pika.’ Like
Pikachu." This child expected the robot’s voice to match the voice
of their stuffed animal.

4.2.2 Open-Ended Voice Mappings. In their elaborated responses,
children highlight the difference between their expectations or de-
sires for the conversational agent’s voice, and themachine-synthesized
human they heard. The verbal labels of "girl voice", "boy voice", and
"robot’s voice" may have restricted the children’s interpretation of
the resulting voice. Instead of providing verbal or textual labels,
voice designers might consider ways to widen children’s interpreta-
tions — such as allowing children to select a voice by playing a voice
sample, instead of using a verbal or textual description. This may
allow for more open-endedness in their ability to map the agent’s
voice onto their existing stuffed animals (Figure 6). Similarly, ex-
panding the set of voices that children can choose from may allow
for increased child-centeredness as they create their own mappings
between the voices and their stuffed animal emobodiments.

Figure 6: This five-year-old child chose two stuffed animals
for their agent embodiment — an owl and an elephant. Af-
ter drawing a picture and telling a ~10 minute story about
"Flying Birds" with one stuffed animal agent, the child then
chose to draw another picture for storytelling with their
other stuffed animal.

4.3 Children’s Ideas for Agent Voice Design
Next, we asked children semi-structured interview questions about
their ideas for agent voice design. We then used affinity diagram-
ming and thematic analysis techniques to iteratively code, cluster,
categorize, and extract themes from the children’s insights. Twenty-
seven children responded to the prompt: "We’re building stuffed
animal robots to help kids tell stories. I’m wondering — what should
the robot sound like? What kind of voice should it have?" Three
overall themes emerged: (1) Family, (2) Robots, and (3) Characters.

4.3.1 Family Voices. Family was the most explored theme by chil-
dren, and their responses span several categories: (1) Baby Voices,
(2) Kid Voices [girls, boys], (3) Teenager Voices, and (4) Adult Voices
[moms, dads].

One child suggested "a little baby voice" and another child sug-
gested a range of voices: "A baby voice. Like a kid voice. Even also
a teenager voice." Of all voices across all themes and categories, "a
girl voice" was the most frequent response, though some children
mixed this request with others, such as "some girl voice and some boy
voice." The many requests for baby, girl, boy, and teenager voices
suggest that prioritizing children’s voices might support the overall
child-centeredness of our conversational agent designs.

One child elaborated on the quality of the voice, "Um, maybe like
a girl voice. Not like shaky a lot like how it was. And like real. Like
a real girl voice talking." This suggests a potential preference for
human-recorded voices rather than machine-synthesized voices.
Designers might think about ways — such as puppeteering — to
support human-human in addition to human-agent interactions.

Children who suggested adult human voices tended to describe
them as wanting to hear a "mom" or "dad" voice, emphasizing the
theme of family. Designers might extend this notion through an
intergenerational approach that includes the voices of elders and
grandparents as well. By considering the range of voices across fami-
lies, designers of conversational agents can foster child-centeredness
by connecting to children’s home lives.

4.3.2 Robot Voices. Many children expressed a desire for increas-
ingly robotic voices (Figure 7). Here, children’s responses spanned
two categories: (1) Typical Robots, and (2) Fun Robots.

Several children suggested prototypical robot sounds and voices:
"A normal robot. Beep bop bop. Beep beep bop. Like a real robot." Here,
children often used sounds such as "do-dee do-dee-do" to commu-
nicate their ideas. One child responded that they wanted a "robot
sound" and another responded that they wanted it to sound "like a
robot robot". And some children combined machine representations
with human characteristics: "Like Daddy sometime pretend he’s a
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Figure 7: (Left) This five-year-old child first drew a picture of
a scorpion and talkedwith their stuffed animal agent for ~10
minutes to tell a story. (Right) After sharing their ideas for
the robot’s voice in the interview, this child drew a picture
of how they wanted their robot to look and sound — "like a
real robot" with "lightning bolts."

robot and make funny voice. Daddy robot." This suggests an oppor-
tunity for playful robot voices in supporting joyful, child-centered
interactions.

While conversational agents for adult populations are increas-
ingly human-sounding, our data suggests that young children may
benefit from exploring distinctly machine-like sounds and voices.
For some young children, realistic human voices may not align with
their experience of the agent’s behaviors. Designers of conversa-
tional agents might consider using a combination of robot sounds,
voices, and even prototypical robot embodiments in their designs.
Robotic representations may allow young children to playfully nav-
igate their interactions with the agent, and may also help them
develop appropriate expectations of the agent’s capabilities.

4.3.3 Character Voices. Finally, a few children suggested voices
modeled after their stuffed animals’ characters, including a "Pikachu
voice" and "Buzz Lightyear." Sometimes children excitedly mimicked
the character voices, or giggled or laughed while emulating their
characters’ sounds. Two siblings who took turns telling stories
also took turns practicing their character voices. This suggests two
categories of character voices: (1) Fun Characters, and (2) Silly Char-
acters. By supporting a variety of expressive character voices in
their conversational agents (such as animals, monsters, as super-
heros), designers can support children’s playfulness and agency in
choosing voices that align with their characters or emotions.

4.4 Children’s Ideas for Conversational
Interaction Design

We also asked children about their ideas on how the robot should
engage with them. Twenty children responded to the prompt, "I’m
wondering — what other questions do you want the robot to ask you?
What else should the robot say?" Through affinity diagramming, we
extracted three main themes from the children’s responses: (1) Scaf-
fold Creative Play in Addition to Storytelling, (2) Foster Personal,
Social, and Emotional Connections, and (3) Support Children’s
Agency and Control.

4.4.1 Scaffold Creative Play in Addition to Storytelling. Children ex-
pressed ways for conversational agents to further engage with them
in creative and story exploration. Agents could invite children to

"color some more" or ask, "What colors are you using?" Agents could
ask "about the LEGOs" or ask, "Did you make some shapes?" Agents
could also help children expand on the contents of their stories
through contextual questions such as, "Where is space? Where is
the planet?" Children also thought of open-ended ways that agents
could use to help children tell stories. One child suggested that
agents ask, "What is happening to your story? What did they do in
the story?" Here, children highlight their interests in both creative
and story scaffolding. By combining open-ended and contextual
methods, designers of conversational agents might discover new
ways to enrich their conversational scaffolds.

4.4.2 Foster Personal, Social, and Emotional Connections. Children
also suggested ways that agents could connect with them person-
ally, by asking "Hi kids! What are you up to?" or "What are you
doing today?" One child explored ways that agents could support
the child’s own role in their story, such as by asking "What did
you do in your book? Do you have a dog in your book? Are you a
police officer in your book?" Children seemed interested in having
interactions that help them reflect on and explore their own selves
— in addition to their creative play.

One child explored the bi-directionality of child-agent roles in an
emotional context, "I want to give it a hug" and the agent should "give
me a hug." Here, designers might consider methods for supporting
young children in expressing their social-emotional needs too.

4.4.3 Support Children’s Agency and Control. Children indicated
a desire to have increased control of the agent, as well as to switch
roles with the agent. While one child asked for "more questions,"
another child remarked: "It was kind of annoying me because it was
like a lot of questions. Ask lower amount of questions." These oppos-
ing perspectives might align with differences in young children’s
individual needs. By providing children with ways to control the
interaction, designers can support children in meeting their own
needs.

Children suggested potential for controlling what the agents
say and the questions that the agents ask. "They can ask anything
you want," said one child; and "he can say whatever you want,"
suggested another. One child elaborated on this dynamic: "Can
kids say everything your stuffie says? Kids should ask the questions
too." To increase children’s agency and control, designers might
consider ways for children to input questions into the system, or
support children in puppeteering the agent. Puppeteering the agent
may also foster peer-to-peer or sibling learning, wherein one child
puppeteers the questioning for another.

Children explored ways they could switch roles with the agent
in both creating and storytelling contexts. "They will play crafts if
the kids say crafts," suggested one child — indicating a role reversal
from the agent prompting the children in creative play. Multiple
children also requested that agents share stories of their own. "They
should make a story," said one child; and agents could "tell a stuffed
animal story," said another. Here, switching roles may expand the
opportunities for children to learn and build their skills within
child-agent interaction — as they think about how to control and
scaffold their own ideas for creative exploration. Further, by pro-
viding children with increased agency and control, designers might
increase the child-centeredness of their child-agent interactions.
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Table 2: Minimal Availability of Child-Centered Synthesized Voices in Major TTS Systems

Amazon Polly Google Cloud IBM Watson Microsoft Azure
Baby Voices n/a n/a n/a n/a
Kid Voices Yes n/a n/a n/a
Robotic Voices n/a n/a n/a n/a
Character Voices n/a n/a n/a n/a

4.5 Parent Insights on Agent Voice Design
Parents largely echoed the children’s desire for more child-like and
playful voices. Because many children perceived the agent’s voice
as an adult, it became an "authority figure" for some children instead
of a playmate. "When she talks to her teachers she uses a smaller voice.
She regarded the robot as an adult too." Parents suggested "kid voices"
that are "higher pitched" and "kid-sounding" as a way to signal to
children that they can be playful in the interaction. Otherwise —
because of many children’s familiarity with remote learning during
the COVID-19 pandemic — parents warned that adult voices create
a perception that the child-agent interaction is a form of "homework"
or "schoolwork." Conversational agent designers can instead support
playfulness in our interactions by incorporating children’s voices
into our designs.

Finally, parents frequently reported in parent interviews that
their children "really enjoyed choosing different tones of voice" by
"giving them options and letting them decide." Conversational agent
designers can support the child-centeredness of our designs by
providing children with options for choosing their agent’s voice.

4.6 Availability of Child-Centered Synthesized
Voice Options

After categorizing young children’s ideas and preferences for agent
voice design, we then examined major text-to-speech (TTS) process-
ing systems to understand how children’s ideas are — or are not —
supported (Table 2). Because these systems provide voice synthesis
services used widely by application developers and designers, the
availability of voice options within these systems directly impact
the voices used by researchers and developers alike. We examined
major TTS processing systems, specifically Amazon Polly, Google
Cloud, IBM Watson, and Microsoft Azure. While they each provide
many options for adult-sounding voices, only Amazon Polly pro-
vided options for child voices. Amazon Polly provided one female
child voice (Ivy) and two male child voices (Justin and Kevin). These
child voices are only available in English. Of the other, non-adult
voices suggested by young children for agent voice design — includ-
ing baby voices, robotic voices, and fun or silly character voices —
none are offered by these major TTS systems.

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, we focus on young children’s experience with a
machine-synthesized agent voice, their ideas for agent voice design,
and their ideas for conversational interaction design. We engaged
children ages 4–5 years old in a creative storytelling activity —

facilitated by open-ended prompting from a stuffed animal conver-
sational agent — then asked children and parents semi-structured
questions to gather their insights for child-agent interaction design.

Young children’s expectations about the agent’s human-sounding
voice didn’t always align with their stuffed animal characters, or
with their expectations of robot characteristics. Children gener-
ated many ideas and expressed a desire for three types of agent
voices: Family Voices, Robot Voices, and Character Voices. Yet we
found that most major text-to-speech (TTS) processing systems
do not provide these child-centered voices in their array of syn-
thesized voice options. Providing child-centered voice options is
a ripe area for innovation with potential for impact — the offer-
ings of major TTS systems are widely integrated into applications
used by researchers and developers. By providing child-centered
voice options, TTS systems will influence the design of child-agent
interactions across a range of applications and contexts.

Within family voices, children shared a desire for child-like
agents with baby voices, kid voices, and teenager voices. Within
robot voices, children requested prototypical machine sounds and
monotone robotic voices, as well as expressive and fun robots. And
within character voices, children desired both silly and fun char-
acters who they can map to their own favorite stuffed animals at
home. Parents echoed the importance of using of child-like voices
and providing children with choices for their agent’s voice. Finally,
children generated three categories of ideas for conversational inter-
action design. They desire agents who: (1) Scaffold Creative Play in
Addition to Storytelling, (2) Foster Personal, Social, and Emotional
Connections, and (3) Support Children’s Agency and Control.

When designing for child-agent interaction in the early years, we
encourage interaction designers to provide children with choices
for their agent’s voice, and to include options for child-like and
playful voices — specifically family voices (including kid voices),
robot voices, and character voices. Similarly, we recommend that
the developers of text-to-speech processing systems expand their
speech offerings beyond adult-like voices to include these child-
centered voices. In this way, voice designers can incorporate these
expanded offerings into their designs for children. We also encour-
age designers of conversational agents to incorporate open-ended
questioning into their designs to support children’s agency and
self-expression, and to design for children’s three categories of
ideas for child-agent interaction. Here, designers can consider how
to scaffold both creative and reflective play, how to support social-
emotional connections, and how to provide children with increased
agency and control.

A limitation of this study is our use of stuffed animal embodi-
ments alone. Because we focused only on stuffed animal agents, this
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may have limited children’s reflection and imagination when gener-
ating new agent voices and interactions. To better explore a range
of conversational agent design, future work could benefit from en-
gaging children with other agent forms — from digital avatars to
disembodied voices to humanoid platforms. In this way, children
might imagine voices, dialogue, and scaffolds that align with a di-
versity of agent implementations. In future work, we aim to explore
ways to provide children with increased agency and control when
interacting with the agent. In addition to voice interaction, we won-
der how multimodal input such as tactile interaction might support
young children with differing verbal skills in flexibly controlling
the agent’s voice, prompting, and scaffolds. Through open-ended
questioning and child-led agent customization, designers of child-
agent interaction can foster children’s agency and self-expression
in their creative play experiences. As the late maker-movement
pioneer Mike Eisenberg [8] challenges us, "The time is now right
to return our attention to children’s intellectual narratives about
minds, thought, learning, and the nature of the self" [20]. To do so,
we must design opportunities for children to explore their ideas
through agency and play.
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